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A NEW DIME N S IO N  IN  D O O H

DeepScreen™ uses an age old technique called ‘anamorphosis’ or ‘forced perspective’, which 
mathematically warps imagery so that, when viewed from a specific vantage point, the illusion of 3D 

depth is created on flat surfaces. 

Ocean’s proprietary DeepScreen™ 3D templates - which take the hard work of correctly warping 
the artwork to create the illusion - can be used to create windows into other worlds, extend existing 

architecture, or make impossible objects appear to float in the air. We can even make objects appear 
to be coming out of the screen and towards the viewer.

By booking our  DeepScreen™ locations and use of our licenses you can create immersive 
experiences on some of the best and unique DOOH-screens in the Nordics.

At Ocean we are truly passionate about creative 
facilitation and DeepScreen™ is the perfect example. 
It is more than a media product, it is a complete suite 
of services and support. All of which collectively are 
there to help elevate your creative idea and brand.

When booking DeepScreen™ you can rest assure 
that we will accompany you from start to finish and 
beyond to help enable the best and most impactful 

solution possible.

MORE THAN MEDIA

Samsung @ ICON Sergels Torg
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We have spent hundreds of hours perfecting the DeepScreen™ product and 
know all the ins and outs of how to leverage creative ideas in this format. 
Part of your booking is creative guidance where we guide and assist along all 
steps of the way.

CREATIVE GUIDANCE

Lego @ ICON Westfield Mall of Scandinavia

When you decide to use a premium Digital Out Of Home creative outlet, 
execution should be taken seriously. That is why we have dedicated 
resources attached to all DeepScreen™ campaigns, assisting all involved 
stakeholders in production related matters. You are also always given the 
option to work with our preferred, carefully selected, suppliers in your 
production process. In the initial phase of the process you can scale the level 
of support needed given the kind of 3D-resources you have available.

PRODUCTION SUPPORT

Disney + @ ICON Sergels Torg
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An important part of the DeepScreen™ product is add on marketing services. 
We know that spectacular creatively driven Digital Out Of Home such as this 
has the power to reach beyond the originating channel and drive brand KPI:s 
in other media, especially earned media, such as SoMe and PR. All campaigns 
come with photo documentation, case promotion video and promotion in 
Ocean’s channels. If agreed, we are also able to enlarge the scope of case 
promotion and PR efforts from our side.

MARKETING PACKAGE

Spotify @ ICON Sergels Torg

• 16,66% SoV
• 7 day campaign period
• License + template included
• Production excluded
• Exclusivity as DeepScreen™ advertiser on the 

selected location during the campaign

260 000 sek
162 000 sek
150 000 sek

Locations

ICON Sergels Torg
ICON NK
ICON Westfield Mall of Scandinavia

PRICING

Disney + @ ICON Westfield Mall of Scandinavia



DeepScreen™ uses an age old technique called ‘anamorphosis’ or ‘forced perspective’, which 
mathematically warps imagery so that, when viewed from a specific vantage point, the illusion of 

3D depth is created on flat surfaces.

With Ocean’s DeepScreen™ 3D activations, 
advertisers can turn an ordinary campaign 

into something truly extraordinary.




